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In the evolving meme coin landscape, a highly anticipated meme coin Base Dawgz ($DAWGZ)
launched presale in June 4. Within minutes, more than $200,000 has already raised. Just a week
after launching its presale, Base Dawgz ($DAWGZ) has raised more than $1 million from eager
investors. As a much anticipated token launch, $DAWGZ plays to the potential of the powerful Base
chain and leverages the magnetic attractive power of the meme coin dog theme.

Then, what is Base Dawgz (DAWGZ) meme coin? Is it a good investment in 2024? Next, let’s take a
close look at this new meme coin project.
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What is Base Dawgz (DAWGZ)?

Base Dawgz (DAWGZ) is a new meme coin project that claims to have been designed for those who
crave attention and innovation. Base Dawgz’s primary home is on the Base chain, but as its website
states, $DAWGZ is inspired by the ‘spirit of base jumping’ and is interoperable on multiple chains.

Base Dawgz offers a unique multi-chain experience that spans Ethereum (ETH), Solana (SOL),
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) and Avalanche (AVAX). With seamless interoperability across these
blockchains, Base Dawgz ensures users can navigate thedecentralized world without limits.
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$DAWGZ Tokenomics

The $DAWGZ token is designed to support the project’s ecosystem and incentivize participation.
The tokenomics are structured to six portions, thus ensuring a balanced distribution and sustainable
growth.

Total Supply: 8,453,000,000 tokens

Starting Price: $0.00479 (Minimum raise over $8 million USD)

Price Increases: Every 5 days at a rate of 5% each time

Initial allocation：

Presale: 20%
Staking: 20%
Liquidity:20%
Marketing: 15%
DAWGZ rewards: 15%
Listings: 10%
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Base Dawgz Roadmap

The roadmap of Base Dawgz includes 4 phases, detail information sets as below:

Phase 1: Base Grab Phase 2: Milk run Phase 3: SCRAMBLE Phase 4: CHERUB
– Socials launched
Establishing a
presence on major
social media
platforms to build a
community.
– Website live
Launching the
official Base Dawgz
website to provide
information and
updates.
– Contracts
deployed
Developing and
deploying the smart
contract for
the $DAWGZ token.
– Contracts
deployed
Developing and
deploying the smart
contract for
the $DAWGZ token.

– Contract Audit
Conducting a thorough
audit of the smart
contract to ensure
security and reliability.
– Community building
Engaging with the
community through
events, AMAs, and other
activities to foster a loyal
user base.
– Presale Begins
Initiating the presale
phase to allow early
supporters to purchase
$DAWGZ tokens.
– Grow socials
Expanding social media
presence to enhance
community engagement.

– DEX LISTINGS
Listing $DAWGZ on
decentralized
exchanges (DEXs) to
provide liquidity and
trading options.
–CoinMarketCap
LISTING
Applying for listing on
CoinMarketCap to
reach a broader
audience.
– Coingecko LISTING
Applying for listing on
CoinGecko to enhance
visibility and
credibility.
– Birdeye update
Integrating with
Birdeye for
comprehensive
market insights and
analytics.

–Community Rewards
Introducing incentive programs to reward active community members and encourage participation.
– Marketing continues
Sustaining marketing efforts to maintain momentum and growth.
– CEX LISTINGS
Listing $DAWGZ on centralized exchanges (CEXs) to increase accessibility and liquidity.
– Future development
Planning and executing future developments to enhance
the Base Dawgz ecosystem.
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Base Dawgz (DAWGZ) Presale

Before launching $DAWGZ on Base Chain, Base Dawgz are offering a chance for early supporters to
get a solid ground rush and participate in the presale.

Base Dawgz allocates 20% of its 8.45 billion tokens for its presale, approximately 1.69 billion tokens.

Base Dawgz started its presale in June 4, pricing each $DAWGZ token at just $0.00479 in Stage 1 of
its presale. $DAWGZ can be bought with ETH, SOL, BNB, AVAX and USDT.

So far, just a week after launching its presale, Base Dawgz ($DAWGZ) has raised more than $1
million from eager investors. However, like most other presales, the token’s price will increase with
each new stage.
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The project will see its next price increase in about a week. This means that investors interested in
buying this token have a little over five days before the price increases in its first scheduled
increase. After that, the token will see a price boost in multiple presale stages until it concludes the
ICO and reaches its first listing.
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Base Dawgz Airdrop and Staking 

Besides the presale, the project also announced the upcoming start of an airdrop that seeks to
reward the community members’ creativity and social engagement. All that users need to do is
connect their X account and create and share memes and other content about Base Dawgz.
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Each piece of content about the project will earn points, and once the presale ends, users can
redeem these points for DAWGZ tokens.
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Is Base Dawgz (DAWGZ) a Good Investment in 2024?

Base Dawgz is not just a project; itʼs a movement. By integrating advanced multi-chain functionality
with the spirit of extreme sports, Base Dawgz aim to bring a fresh and exhilarating experience to the
crypto world. With meticulously planned roadmap, robust tokenomics, and cutting-edge technology,
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Base Dawgz is expected to show hige potential for future growth after its presale.

In conclusion, Base Dawgz seems like an interesting and potentially revolutionary project for
adventure and opportunity seekers, with its multi-chain nature and a rather rewarding offering.
However, as crypto market is full of uncertainties, it is still necessary for all investors to do profound
research and stay well-informed before making any investment decision regarding  Base Dawgz
(DAWGZ).

How to Buy Base Dawgz ($DAWGZ) Tokens?

Buying Fight Night tokens during the presale is a straightforward process. You need a crypto wallet
and some ETH or USDT to complete the purchase. Here’s how it goes step-by-step:

Step 1: Get a Crypto Wallet

As the Fight Night token is built on the Ethereum blockchain, investors need an Ethereum-
compatible wallet to buy the $FNIO tokens and store them once the presale ends.

Step 2: Buy ETH or USDT

You need ETH in your crypto wallet to pay transaction fees, but you can buy Fight Night tokens with
ETH and USDT.

Step 3: Connect Your Wallet to the Presale Site

Visit the Fight Night presale site and connect your wallet. You will see a MetaMask pop-up, asking
you for connection approval.

Once you approve the connection, select either ETH or USDT to make a purchase and enter the
amount you wish to spend. The Fight Night presale site will automatically convert it to the current
exchange rate.

Step 4: Buy $FNIO Tokens

Confirm your transaction and approve it in your MetaMask wallet. Consider staking your tokens to
take advantage of the high staking annual percentage yield (APY) during the early stages.

That’s all information about Dawgz (DAWGZ). If you want to know more information about Dawgz
(DAWGZ) meme coin and other cryptocurrencies, please visit BTCC Academy.
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